
Groovefinder's Extra 

Let's talk about…

• Mixcloud | and how you can use it for your needs



Groovefnder's Extra - Mixcloud

Some „hidden“ Facts about Social Media | Mixcloud #1

There is one hidden giant in all those networks, which strongly refers to music.
It is MIXCLOUD. It maybe helpful for artists to have a closer look on that.

There are some Djs and Radio Stations on there not everybody may have heard
of. And there are also some people featured in Groovefinder's who use
Mixcloud. 
Some people have an enormous reach with their amount of followers and with
the amount of people they reach with their shows.
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Some „hidden“ Facts about Social Media | Mixcloud #2

Mixcloud was founded in 2008 by two guys who met at the University of
Cambridge. It is based in London. In 2012 two developer joined the
team. Those four still own and run it.

Mixcloud is a streaming-site, where people can listen to podcasts,
radioshows and mixes, but not to single-tunes, mash-ups or albums. 

They say about themselves: Mixcloud is a licensed Internet radio service
with agreements with various Collecting Societies around the world
(who in turn pay royalties to labels and artists based on their individual
recording and publishing deals).
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Some „hidden“ Facts about Social Media | Mixcloud #3

Mixcloud offers to search for music by categories. The most popular
shows of a category are listed in charts, where Mixcloud does not only
count the amount of listeners, but also how long they listen to a show,
how many comments on the show are made, and how often it is
reposted.

Mixcloud expects a tracklist to a show. If the tune is tracklisted correctly
and detected by their system they put a link on it to Juno-Downloads,
where people can buy the tune. Example on the next page
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Watch they buy button behind the track title
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Groovefinders-DJ Follower #Listeners on popular shows

Guido van der Meulen 75.000 58.000
Stephan Breuer (DJ Stevie B.) 45.505 151.000
Anna Corrigan 8.931 3.500
Dj Oli-D 6.883 4.500
Markus Kater 5.105 2.000
Hakeem Syrbram 3.438 2.000
Robert Batemann (Dr. Rob) 3.055 1.000

Other Examples
DJ Dimsa (UK, Social Media DJ) 220.000 265.000
John Digweed 220.000 141.000
Carl Cox 216.000 195.000
Defected Records 122.000 100.000 (Sam Divine)
Adam Kvasnica (Slovenia/Neo Soul) 75.000 86.000
Cafe Del Mar Music 70.000 245.000
DJ Tung Tee (Vietnam/EDM/Dance) 40.000 205.000
DJ P Montana (R'n'B/Hip Hop) 29.000 105.000
Mol (Belgium / Soul) 18.500 35.000
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A closer Look on Mixcloud can be interesting for independent Artists and also
for Labels. If you want to reach people with your music, it maybe good to
check the Mixcloud-Charts and have a look for popular radioshows. And if you
have a closer look, you may notice that the numbers of listeners are higher than
on most Internet-Radio-Shows.

Djs and Radio-DJs may keep in mind, that Mixcloud pays PRS and other
royalties. That may keep them away from the trouble soundcloud had and
others will have and as a following of that the Djs themselves

It can be interesting for Labels. Just think about, that you reach only 2% of your
followers with a free post on your facebook-page today. When Sam Divine gets
100.000 likes on Mixcloud, she would have to have 5.000.000 Followers on her
Facebook-Page, and each of them who sees the post would have to give a like.
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